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１見所必見
Sightseeing places

❶

Moomin Tree

Goshohachimangu Shrine is a Taisha, which is considered
the highest status for a Shinto shrine and is the only one in
Koga. On the trunk of the 1000 year old camphor tree is a big
knob which looks like a popular fairy “Moomin”. This magical
coincidence attracts Moomin fans and visitors nationwide.
Nearby is also a mysteriously shaped tree called Moomin
Roost. You will experience an exciting adventure!
Address Aoyagi 1687

❷

Yakuoji Pond Park

The park has a pond at the center surrounded by mountains.
With lush greenery, clear pristine water

and chirping birds,

you can feel the richness of nature here. You will refresh
yourself by walking on the trails around the pond. Afterwards,
why don’t you enjoy bathing at Yakuoji Hot Spring nearby?
Address Yakuoji 296 Parking lots 12 WC including for the
physically handicapped

❸

Kozanen Japanese Garden

The private garden boasts the largest size of its kind in Koga,
with more than 43 hectares of mountainous land, where
approximately 70000 trees and plants of 170 kinds are
competing their beauty each season. There are endless
visitors during the cherry blossom season and autumnal
leaves viewings. You can get a splendid view of Genkainada
Sea from the top.
Hours 8:30~17:00 Address Netabi 776 Free admission

Koga Beach

❹

The white sand beach stretches about 2 km in good
contrast with the blue sea. With luck, natural wind
patterns will appear on the sand. Aruitendo walking
trail is on the beach.

Sunset Landscape Clock

❺

The sunset landscape clock tells the time and
direction of the sunset at the beach, installed near the
Shiosaibashi bridge at the Nakagawa river mouth. It
has become one of the most popular sightseeing spots
of Koga.
As time goes by, the beauty of the sun setting below
the horizon will leave you speechless.

❻

Heart Shaped Washbasin

The stone washbasin at Koga Shinto Shrine has a
heart shape dent, originally carved in the shape of a
hollyhock leave. On the 1st and 15th day of every
month, they sell love fortune slips which come with
good-luck doll charms at the prayer hall.
Address Ekihigashi 2-2-1
❼ Fireflies Dance
You can observe the fireflies dance from late May
to early June at the upper streams of the
Daikongawa river ( Netabi, Komono areas ) and the
Yakuojigawa river ( Yakuoji area ).There is a higher
chance to see their fantastic glowing lights dance
around in beautiful patterns on hot and humid
evenings, after rain, at around 8 to 9 PM.

２薬王寺の湯
Yakuoji Hot Spring
Relax by bathing at a mountain village near to Hakata

Origin of Yakuoji Hot Spring
It was Motoaki Shimizu, an expert for antique books and Shintoism who found the mineral hot
spring at Yakuoji in 1918.
Mr. Shimizu was religious and devoted to his faith. He read an old writing which went like this: the
Great Monk Kukai got an order from Emperor Heijyo to test the medicinal natural spring water for
perpetual youth and longevity in Chikushi (now Fukuoka). It worked very effectively on those
suffering from serious disease”. Mr. Shimizu looked for the water and is said to have finally found it
when he got an oracle from the Healing Buddha. This oracle led him to Yakuoji Hot Spring.

❶

Kaiseikan Yamano Oto

Kaiseikan Yamano Oto has natural hot spring water from 1000 meters deep underground which
makes your skin smooth after bathing in it. This relaxing bathing removes fatigue from your body.
There are 4 private bath cottages with the water being changed after every use. It’s safe and clean!
Wheelchair access is available. One cottage can be used by up to 4 guests for 60 minutes.
*First come, first served. No reservation available.
Day off Fridays(Not on national holiday)
Address Yakuoji 95 Tel 092-946-3311

❷

Onioso Inn

The comfortable healing hot spring inn is surrounded by green mountains and the soothing sounds
of birds and streams. Fresh local vegetables are used to make healthy meals served at the inn.
Greeted with excellent hospitality, you will be able to make yourself at home. There is a lunch plan
which comes with a bathing ticket.
There are 10 rooms with the maximum capacity of 50 guests. Day use for bathing is also available.
Day off

Mondays ( Tuesday when Monday falls on a national holiday)

Address Yakuoji 81

Tel 092-946-3017

Kairakuso Bath House

❸

The Kairakuso Bath House offers a Chinese herbal medicinal hot spring bath, which cures many
kinds of body ailments. The bathhouse also offers an open-air bath. Additionally the jacuzzi and
sauna are popular with visitors. There are different kinds of seasonal flowers and fruits such as
roses, irises and oranges floating in the open-air bath.
Hours 10:00~23:00 Morning bath 5:00~8:30( reception ~8:00 )
Day off Wednesdays ( Not on national holiday )
Address Yakuoji 381 Tel 092-946-3866

❹ Legend of Yakuoji Spiritual Hot Spring
A long time ago, a samurai warrior arrived at Yakuoji. He
carried a Buddhist statue of the Healing Buddha on his back and
took his two children named “Onio” and “Keio”. Eventually, they
settled there.
One day, the samurai fell seriously ill. The Healing Buddha who
he worshipped greatly appeared beside his pillow and said, “I will
release holy medicinal water into the mountain stream so that you
can heal by bathing in it or drinking it.” Soon, he did as he was
told and completely recovered from his illness.
Although he had a high status as a descendent from Emperor
Seiwa, he became a monk and built a small temple to enshrine the
Healing Buddha at the place which he named “Yakuoji”, meaning
“Medicine King Temple”, after the village with medicinal holy
water.
３祭典満載
Festivals and Events
Local specialties attract big crowds

❶

“Local Food Festival”

Every May, a local food festival is held
around

the

Fukuoka

Food

Processing

Industrial Park in Shishibu, Koga.
A variety of food companies in the park sell
their products at lower prices, as well as
special collaboration products made with the
local companies of Koga.
More than 30000 people gather at the
festival every year.
❷ Canola Festival
In early spring, the Mushirouchi Canola Road,
near the Fukuoka Prefectural Horse Riding
Stadium, becomes flooded on both sides with
vast yellow flower fields spanning 6 hectares,
with about 5 million Canola flowers.
The Canola festival is held by the local
community on the day of the JR walking event.
A lot of visitors come to see the flowers from both
inside and outside of Fukuoka.

❸

koga Festival

Every November, Koga City holds a festival where you can enjoy a variety of stalls ranging from
local foods to handicrafts made in Koga at reasonable prices.
On the stage, the program includes a rice cake throwing event, attracting around 40000 shoppers
every year.

❹

Hibiscus Hamabo Festival

From the middle of July through to early
August, there blooms aproximately 6000 yellow
Hibiscus Hamabo around the mouth of the
Daikon River. They are listed as an endangered
species

by

Fukuoka

Prefecture.

Hibiscus

Hamabo grows in the area between the sea and
river, similar to mangroves, so

they are

sometimes called semi mangrove plants.
The Hamabo Festival is held every summer at
Kazurugahama Park.
❺

Saturday Night Market

The Night market is open in late July at the main street in front of
Koga station. The street turns into a pedestrian zone after 17:00 once
every summer. A variety of stalls stand catering snacks, food and old
style children’s games.
Why don’t you enjoy the cool evening breeze at the Market with your
kids?

❻ Nagoshi Festival
A shrine ritual is performed at Gosho Hachimangu Shrine from 18:30 on July 31st every year.
Worshippers go through a big straw ring with more than 2 meters in diameter for good health. It
has more than 400 years of history, inviting visitors with around 300 candles in bamboo tubes on
both sides leading up to the shrine in the evening. It creates a fantastic serene atmosphere.
Worshippers bring straw of the ring home so that they can tie
the both ends at the entrance to expel evil spirits.
Koga Shrine and Oyamada Saigu
perform the same ritual too.

❼

Hojyoya Festival

This festival is celebrated to appreciate the good harvest of the sea, mountains and rice fields as
well as to pray for the success of businesses and traffic safety. It is held at every shrine in Koga on
different days. Mushirouchi Hojyoya at Suga Shrine on September 18th. Koga Hojyoya at Koga
Shrine on the 28th and 29th of September. Aoyagi Hojyoya at Gosho Hachimangu Shrine on the 4th
and 5th of October.
The biggest one in Koga City is Koga Hojyoya where traditional stalls stand in the parking area of
Koga City Hall, across from Koga Shrine, attracting many visitors over two evenings.

❽ Taniyama Bon Tug-of-War
The traditional game of tug-of-war is held from around 20:00 on August 15th in the Taniyama
area. A big rope spanning 50 meters in length and 10 centimeters in thickness is laid out on the
street. Young men pull on the sea side while children pull on the mountain side of the rope. They
do not only pull, but also swing it from left to right with some tricks called “Gaburi”, using a loud
voice to threaten their opponent. The unique event started a long time ago as it is believed that
ancestors’ spirits return to heaven on the rope.
They also believe that tug-of-war brings good health for the year.

❾

Yakuoji Okunchi Festival

The autumn festival is held at Shirahige Shrine to offer gratitude for the good harvest and health
to the Shinto gods. It starts with a Shinto ritual on October 8th, followed by the Goshinko ritual on
the 16th and Niinamesai ritual on the 17th. Recently, Goshinko is performed on the closest Sunday
to the 16th and Niinamesai on the next day.
On Goshinko day, they light the shrine and about 70 houses of the parishioners with lanterns that
have names or signs written on them.
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4 特産納得
Local Specialties Take a bite of Koga’s delicious foods!

① Koga City Tourism Information Desk
The Koga City Tourism Information Desk is located in front
of the ticket gate of Koga Station and offers information on
local sightseeing spots and events. They also sell local
products, including sweets that can only be found here. This
is the best place to buy a souvenir from Koga!
Hours 10:30~18:30 Day-off Monday, Mid-August Obon
holidays, New year holidays Tel 092-943-1515

② Cosmos Hiroba Market
Located in Koga Green Park is the Cosmos Hiroba Market
which sells local agricultural products, ranging from fresh
vegetables to fruits, such as mandarin oranges. This market
attracts many customers daily.
Adjacent to it is a restaurant called “Hibiki no Sato”. This
restaurant is very spacious, making for a relaxed dining
experience for families with stroller and wheelchair users.
Hours 9:00~17:00 Day-off Mid-Aug Obon holidays, New year
holidays Address 658-1 Aoyagi Tel 092-943-1114
③ Koga Service Areas
Located on the both sides of Kyushu Highway is the east
service area (SA) which welcomes drivers entering Kyushu,
and the west SA which sees off those leaving. They cater to all
the needs of travelers by selling a variety of souvenirs from
not only Fukuoka, but also all around Kyushu, and by filling
their stomachs with full of local specialties.
Addresses East side 1100 Komono tel 092-946-3124 West side
1-1-5 Mushirouchi tel 092-946-3039

④ Strawberry Picking
Visit Akiyama Gardening and experience strawberry picking from December to around May.
Enjoy all-you-can-eat Amaou strawberries grown in their greenhouses. Takeaway is also
available for a fee. Fig picking season is from late August to late October. This is a very
popular family activity. Reservations are needed for both fruit picking seasons.
Hours 10:00~16:00 Address 260 Kubo Tel 080-1705-3946 (for reservation call 8:00~17:00)

５直売堪能
Direct Sales from factories You’ll be satisfied with the tastes and prices
Great deals,More reasonable at “ the Monthly Special Sale” on the last Wednesdayof every month!

① Eguchi Seika Co.Ltd. Lohas Fukuoka Factory
Outlet for various kinds of cakes (soft-baked castella cake, etc.)
Hours Mon. to Fri. 13:00~16:00 the last Wed. 9:00~16:00 P 10 cars Tel 092-940-4445
② Onishi Co.Ltd.
Processed seafood, such as Shime Saba(cured mackerel), Iwashi Mentai(sardine marinated
with mentaiko) and Ika no Shiokara (salted squid).
Hours Mon. to Fri. 9:00~16:00 (occasionally changed )P 3 cars Tel 092-944-1119
③ Kumaya Kamaboko Co.Ltd.
Steamed fish paste products and more.
Hours Mon. to Sat. 9:00~13:00( except for national holidays) P 10 cars Tel 092-942-3889
④ Hakata Kasho Saemon ( Japanese Sweets )
Hakata Burabura, Mugi Kogashi, Dazaifu no Ume, Hakata no Heso, etc.
Hours every day 9:00~17:00 (occasionally changed) P 20 cars Tel 092-944-1311
⑤ Saikon Co.Ltd. Kaisei Co.Ltd.
Kelp, Mentaiko, Boiled octopus, Seasoned octopus, etc.
Hours the last Wed 8:30~13:00 (Saikon weekday 9:00~17:00) P 30 cars Tel Saikon 092-9443888 Kaisei 092-940-1840
⑥ Nissho Co.Ltd.
Hakata Beef Motsunabe hot pot soup, Beef tendon stew, Charcoal-grilled chicken, etc.
Hours Weekday 9:15~18:00 (occasionally changed) P 10 cars Tel 092-943-8888
⑦ Josuian Co.Ltd. ( Koga factory)
Chikushi Mochi, Tottoto, Namagashi (Japanese sweets made mostly of bean paste), manju
bun, etc.
Hours Mon. to Sat. 9:00~16:00 (occasionally changed) P 10 cars Tel 092-410-0036
⑧ Nihon Shokuhin Co.Ltd.
Ham, sausage, meat, etc.
Hours the last Wed 8:00~13:00 (occasionally changed) P 70 cars Tel 092-942-6100

６土産逸品
Excellent dish and souvenir New special products made in Koga
Koga City Brand
Kogashi is a homophone to the word “burning” in Japanese and inspired the craftsmanship
behind “The Kogashi Brand”. The new tastes feature gentle bitterness and aroma that is achieved
by lightly charring or broiling the ingredients. Please give it a try!!

① Mugi Kogashi
A Japanese sweet made by Hakatakasho Saemon, one of the leading companies of Fukuoka.
It has a big chestnut, wrapped in sweet red bean paste that is made in Hokkaido. The surface
of the small bun is lightly charred. It is sold at the factory shop and the City’s Tourist
Information Desk.
② Kogashi skewered grilled pork
Pieces of pork are skewered, marinated in Toriya’s secret sauce then grilled over a charcoal
fire. Once you try it, you will never forget the taste!
Pub Restaurant Toriya Hours 17:00~24:00 Day-off Tuesdays Address 1-1-11 Ekihigashi Tel 092410-9774
③ Kogashi Coffee
Taste the deep and special aroma of Kogashi coffee, brewed from Mandheling roasted coffee,
made in Sumatra, Indonesia. The mellow coffee is a must-try in Koga.
shop Coffee Marushie Hours Mon.to Fri.10:00~18:30 Sat.10:00~17:00Day-off Sun. and
National Holidays Address 1-6-40 Chuo Tel 092-940-2686

④ Kogashi Hot Buttered Rum & Kogashi Hot Buttered Rum Cappuccino
Kogashi Hot Buttered Rum uses brown butter while Kogashi Hot Buttered Rum Cappuccino is
decorated with latte art. There is also an alcohol burning performance to those over 20 years old.
Bar Café& Bar FES Hours Sun.to Thu. 19:00~2:00 (Fri.to Sat.~4:00) Sat.19:00~4:00 Sun.
19:00~2:00)
Day-off Mon. and National Holidays Address 1-1-50 Chuo Tel 092-943-3901

⑤ Kogashi Tea
The good flavor of Yame Shiraore green tea comes from a special method of preparation, where
tea stalks are roasted at 150℃ with far-infrared radiation. It is sold at Hanamien Seicha green tea
shop and the City Tourist Desk.
Shop Hanamien Seicha Hours 9:00~19:00 Day-off Sun. Address 1-14-25 Hanamiminamii Tel 092942-6956
⑥ Kogashi Butter Soy Rice Bowl
Special aroma from burned butter comes from Satsuma pure brand chicken cooked with Kogashi
butter and soya sauce which is topped on rice.
ShopKashiwaya (takeaway only) Hours Tue.-Fri.11:00~18:00 Sat. 11:00~20:00 Day-off Sun.&Mon,
Address 1-4-6 Ekihigashi Tel 092-692-2257

⑦Kogashi Cocoa Pudding
This custard pudding has a slight bitterness from the cocoa and caramel sauce. It is a pudding with
a grown-up flavor.
Pub

Restaurant

Yakiniku

Kaisenizakaya

Engyu

Hours

11:00~15:00(Mon.~Wed.,Fri.,Sat.)

18:00~4:00(Mon.~Wed.,Sun)18:00~6:00(Fri.Sat. the previous day of national holiday) Day-off Thurs.
Address 1-7-12 Kazurugaoka Tel 092-940-1488
⑧Kogashi Curry
For Dinner, limited to only 5 customers
The Indian curry poured over rice, mixed with16 different kinds of grains, then topped with an egg
locally source from Aoyagi Egg and baked cheese. The taste of the fragrant curry is the pride of the
chef.
RestaurantKokochian Hours 12:00~21:00Day-off Mon. (When it falls on a national holiday, it’s
open.) Address 1302-1 KomonoTel 092-692-6067
⑨Kogashi brown rice cookie
The very crisp cookie is made from coffee powder milled from roasted brown rice. The good flavor
and texture is a new experience.*It’s not sold for the time being.
Café&Restaurant Osoba Cafe Kominka Konsaikan Hours 11:30~16:00Day-off Mon.~Fri. the 3rd
Sat.& Sun. Address 1054 Yakuoji Tel 092-948-9090

⑩Kogashi Chicken Croquette
This croquette contains spring chicken pieces roasted over a charcoal fire. The first bite is a mixture
of both crispness and creaminess, and is followed by a delicious char-grilled flavor. Only sold at an
event stall.
Company Chomi Hompo Address 2-14-33-102 Ekihigashi Tel 090-2396-6694
⑪Kogashi Soy Sauce
The soy sauce has a smoky flavor which makes delicious smoked boiled eggs or cheese. It’s the
pride of the long established soya producer, Aoyagi Shoyu.
ShopAoyagi Shoyu Hours 9:00~18:00Day-off Sun. National Holidays Address 1047Aoyagimachi Tel
092-942-2315
⑫Kogashi Crème Brulee
Red sugar is sprinkled and caramelized on top of a rich custard cream, making a delicious melt in
your mouth. Eating this Crème Brulee will definitely make you happy.
⑨ Shop Eguchi Seika Co.Ltd. Lohas Fukuoka Factory Hours 13:00~16:00Day-off Sat. Sun.
National Holidays Address 2865-1 Aoyagi Tel 092-940-4445

⑬Kogashi Octopus
A big octopus is prepared and the surface is lightly broiled. After, the octopus is sliced into bite
sized pieces. It goes very well with ponzu vinegar sauce and grated garlic. It is sold at a shop on
the west side of the Koga SA .
Company Kaisei Co.Ltd. Address 335-72 Shishibu( Factory ) *Sold at the Koga SA on the east side
●Rice
Koga City is close to Fukuoka City and Kitakyushu City, so it is a major rice producer for both
markets. The rice container made by Masuda Kiribakoten is a very popular thank you gift sent
from the city to taxpayers as part of the Hometown Tax payment.
●Koga sweet corn harvested in the morning.
“When harvested in the morning, Koga’s sweet corn can be eaten as is. It’s delicious and sweet.”
This catchphrase has made a big impact on sales. The season is from late June through July.

●Amaou strawberry
Amaou comes from the first character of each of these Japanese words, “akai”, “marui”,” ookii” and
“umai”, meaning red, round, big, and delicious respectively. The strawberry season is from December
to April.
●Yamamisaka Navel Orange
This special kind of Navel Orange was born in Koga and named after the farmer who was succeeded
in its development and growth. The high quality fruit has become popular as a gift and even been
shipped to major cities around Japan. The season is from December to February. It is sold at Cosmos
Hiroba market.
●Manmamiya
The farming village processing plant called “Manmamiya“ develops food products using the local
ingredients. They produce seasonal jam, salad dressing, neri miso and local dishes like “Ishigawarani”
and “Love”. These products are sold at Tourist Information Desk and Cosmos Hiroba Market.
*These are not currently for sale.
Tel 092-692-8938
７歴史浪漫
Rich History
Ancient horse harnesses made of gold and bronze were excavated in Koga and has gathered attention
nationwide.

①Aoyagi Stage Inn of Karatsu Highway
Aoyagi Stage Inn was built around 1605 in the Edo period
and took about 50 years to complete. It was a travelling post
on the Karatsu Highway between Kokura in Kitakyushu and
Karatsu in Saga that stretches about 110 km long.
Since it was built, there were three big fires that caused for
most of the original structure to be lost. There are remains of
the west gate and a street light which was restored.
Why don’t you take a walk with a Koga City volunteer
guide?
☎092-942-1352 Koga City historic site volunteer guide office

②Funabaru Ancient Burial Mound
Funabaru Kofun, a key shaped ancient burial mound, was
built around the end of 6th century to the early 7th century. In
the adjacent excavation site, more than 500 items including
harnesses, armors, weapons and agriculture tools were
discovered.
The discovery has gathered attention nationwide as it could
lead to understanding funeral ceremonies, the political
situation and the society of the ancient times. It was
designated as a national historic site.
It is open to the public with the parking area and an
explanation sign board since April, 2018.
The research reports are always exhibited at the City History
Museum.
Funabaru Kofun address 1168 Taniyama
City History Museum ( LeaPASS Plaza Koga ) address 2-131 Chuo ☎ 092-944-6214
③Miake Historical Site Park
This history park was made to preserve the Shishibu
Tabuchi Ruins, a designated prefectural historical site. It is
one of the candidates to be the place of “Kasuyano Miyake”
mentioned in Nihonshoki, the first official Chronicles of
Japan.
“The Green hill to learn the history “is the theme of the park
which is divided by a road into two areas, the north and the
south. The grass covered open space keeps the same
landscape and inclination as when the ruin was first
discovered. An ancient building has been restored on the
grass too.
address ( North side ) Miake 1-4-11 ( South side ) Miake 21-1
④Goshohachimangu Shrine
This time-honored shrine enshrines five deities such as
Emperor Ojin, Empress Jingu, Princess Tamayorinohime,
Ukemochinokami and Suminoenokami. That is why it was
named Oshohachimangu which means five deities. The
feudal lords of Kuroda clan always prayed at the shrine for
safe travel before leaving for Edo (now Tokyo). Nowadays it
has become popular for the “Moomin Tree”.
Address Aoyagi 1687

⑤Kumano Shrine
This traditional shrine enshrines five deities such as
Nigihayahinomikoto, Hayatamaonokami, Izanaminomikoto,
Kotosakanomikoto and Umashimazinomikoto. About 250
stone steps lead to the wooden monument with the Buddhist
image of Amitabha Yathagata on it, a designated prefectural
cultural asset. Behind the shrine is Mt. Sagishiro where you
can see a historical stone called Onkoshikakeishi which is
believed to be a place that the first emperor Jimmu once sat
on.
Address Mushirouchi 1575
⑥Oyamadasaigu shrine
According to Nihonshoki, the Chronicles of Japan,
Empress Jingu built the shrine at the corner of her palace
Holy Mother House to conduct the politics in 200AD.
In the forest are many kinds of trees including beeches and
oaks, some of which are designated as a prefectural natural
treasure. There is a big oak tree that is more than 1000 years
old, 4 meters in diameter and 30 meters tall.
Address Oyamada 346

⑦Legend of Kobotaishi( The Great Monk Kukai )
While Kobotaishi was attaining Buddhism, he met an old
woman washing daikon radishes at a river. He asked her to
give him a daikon but she harshly refused him. Taishi grieved
at her response and then beat the ground with his gold pole.
Then, the water disappeared from the river. This occurance
is believed to be the reason why the river is named “Daikon
River”.

⑧Legend of Dengyotaishi ( the great monk Saicho )
When Dengyotaishi was returning from China to Japan, a
storm hit his ship making him drift off to the beach of Koga.
The next morning he woke up and found that many cranes
were dancing at the beach. “How comfortable I feel! Cranes
are like flowers!” he said. That is believed to be the reason
why a river near the beach was called “Kazurugawa”,
meaning flower crane river.

８体験周遊 Let’s try a new experience in Koga!
Play to your heart’s content to refresh your mind and body!

①Live Skates Koga
It is located in Green Park and is Japan’s first global style
public skate park for skateboard, inline skate and BMX.
The 3.6meter deep section is called the “Bowl”. It is not only
challenging for amateurs, but also professionals.
Address 587-1 Aoyagimachi

℡

092-944-3150 (City Park

Management Center)

②Fukuoka Prefectural Equestrian Stadium
This equestrian stadium boasts one of the largest indoor
horse riding grounds in Japan. They hold equestrian events
about 20 times a year including jumping and dressage
competition. Their dynamic performances are open to the
public, free of charge.
Hours 9:00~17:00 Day-Off Tuesdays, New year holidays
Address 564 Mushirouchi

℡ 092-944-4001

③Koga Golf Club
It is one of the high-class golf courses found in Kyushu that
makes good use of the surrounding nature, such as the
beautiful inclined sandy beaches and pine forests. The Japan
Open Golf Tournament was held here in 1997 for the first
time in Kyushu, then the 2nd time in 2008 and the third time
in 2019, making a mark on history. Golf lovers would like to
play at this seaside golf course at least once in a lifetime.
Invitation from a member is required for play.
④KogaStarting
Green Park
Hours
from 8:00 Day-Off Mondays Address 1310-1
This multipurpose
public park was established with the
Shishibu
℡ 092-943-2261
theme, “Good Nature and Good Health”. Barbecue facilities
are available at the picnic area from April to October, though
reservations are required in advance. You can find various
playground equipment for small children. Especially roller
slide coaster is especially popular among children. When the
weather is good, why don’t you bring your kids to the park?
Address 587-1 Aoyagimachi P 450 Cars ℡ 092-944-3150
(City Park Management Center)
English translation volunteer Yojiro Toki and Mayumi Eguchi

